






Abstract:

     There is a common misconception about the rights of

assets   that men and women possess and  it must be addressed

in order to safeguard the rights of belongings for everyone in

Islam.It is assumed that proprietorship belongs only to man and

women cannot own anything in terms of assets or property.This

is entirely a false concept as Islam has given equal rights to man

and women regarding wealth, property etc.women can manage

to buy or sell the assest she possess and she is not bound or

accountable to anybody for it(Al-Nisa(S:4).07 and 32)Similarly 

another misconception is about the earnings of Man and women

it is believed that women cannot earn but Islam provides rights to

women to acquire her provisions,she can earn independently and 

  Women has always whatever she earns belongs to her.     

suffered discrimination when it comes to the rights of men and

women, whenever this  society gets an apportunity she has been

denied of her actual status, prejudiced and cornered.The double 

standards of Governance in Pakistan have always made a mess

and created confusion whenever it comes to the rights of women.

We have to get over with the inequalities that are prevailing in

our societyt as Islamic stat clearly defines the rights of every

           citizen whether man or  woen in  terms wealth and property
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